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ABSTRACT

The Main features of the nonlinear charge density wave transport

in the external dc-ac field are shown to be the natural consequences of

resonant phase alip diffusion. This process is treated numerically

within the time dependent Landau-Ginzburg model, developed by Qor'kov.

The resonances in the ac field are manifested as Shapiro steps in I-V

characteristics, present at all rational ratios of internal frequency

of current oscillations and external ac frequency. The origin of

Shapiro steps, as well as their fora and heights, are considered in

detail. In particular, it is shown that close to resonances the phase

slip voltage acquires a highly nonsinuaoidal modulation which leads to

the appearance of low frequency and satellite peaks in the Fourier

spectna* Taking into account the interference of adjacent phase slips

and the segment or domain structure of physical samples, we interpret

the finite width of steps, side wings, synchronization, incomplete and

complete node locking and some other effects observed in numerous

experiments on NbSej and other CDH materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade an extra conductivity above a finite

treahold electric field ia observed in various highly anisotropic

Materials which undergo the Peierls transition1. This onaet of the

collective transport due to the saving charge denaity wave (CW) is

often accompanied by the multiharmonic voltage oscillations, so called

narrow band noise (NHN), with a frequency proportional to the excess

CEM current. The phenomenon closely related to the NBN are Shapiro

steps, appearing in dc current-voltage curves when an additional

external ac current is applied in the regime of a nonlinear transport.

These steps were noticed1 • * at Baity commensurate ratio* of the external

frequency and the fundamental frequency of the NBN. They are usually

interpreted as the interference effects, due to which the CDM velocity

(i.e. current) is mode locked onto the external ac drive. The mechanism

responsible for the NBH and Shapiro steps is however Btill a natter of

numerous experimental and theoretical investigations. We continue by

eaphasizing some questions related to this problem.

The usual understanding of the onset of collective C W transport

is based on the model of interaction of the CDW with impurities which

are randomly distributed within the bulk of the specimen* • » . Inpuritie*

introduce a finite potential barrier for the CDW motion and break the

translational invariance of the system. In the crudest approximation

the translational invariance is restored by replacing the impurity

potential by an effective space independent "bulk" potential which

depends only on the overall CDW phase* •'. Although conceptually

questionable for an infinite system in which the averaging over

impurities would lead to the vanishing nean potential* , this approach

of rigid CDW accounts for the CDW depiiming at finite electric fields

and the appearance of the coherent current oscillations. Finite and

smooth spatial variations of the impurity potential lead to finite

Lee-Rice correlation length for phase fluctuations and give a more

elaborate description of the bulk CXW depinning and of the CDW

elasticity*, characterized by the phason mode with a finite

long-wavelength gap* . However, no coherent oscillations follow from the

motion of deferable CDW in the random potential' . Thia ccapletea the

nain conclusions of the perturbative "bulk" description of CDW

dynamics.

A qualitatively different situation is realized when the specimen

contains very strong defeats which are of finite extension and

introduce local potentials presumably much higher than the built pinning

potential. Such a defect acts as an obstacle, i.e. as an effective

boundary condition for the CDW motion. For the electric field exceeding

the treshold field for the "bulk" depinning, the CDW will start to

slide, but will adjust locally its velocity, as well as its phase and

amplitude, in order to accommodate these "boundary conditions". At such

places the CDW velocity is expected to be extremely low, leading to

large local deformations of the CDW phase. The resulting strains in the

CDW can eventually provide an amount of energy sufficient to overcome

locally the condensation energy and to relax the CDW amplitude, at

least through a process of its temporal variations.

The way in which obstacles affect the local CDW ordering depends

also on their transverse dimensions. For an obstacle of small



transverse size di <d|<lt, where (,x ia the transverse correlation

length), a kind of "hydrodynamicaT' flow around it oould be expected,

the detailed analysis of such CDW action ia in progress. Hie obstacles

which are tnmsversally extended enough (d^i tx) present, on contrary,

harrier* which can prevent locally the CDW translation. In order to

maintain the continuity of the total current through the specimen, a

CDW current has to convert to the obmic one. This conversion ia

proposed1* to be performed through the succession of the phase

slippages (PS) in front of the barrier. Ihe PS is the fast localized

collapse of the CDW amplitude, and is an example of amplitude

relaxation mentioned above. During one PS the CDW phase slips for one

wavelength, i.e. for Zx. The periodic succession of PS's generates

pulses in the voltage, which were interpreted as a source of NBN in CDW

systems".".

An accurate description of the CDW depinningi as well as of its

dynamics above the treshold, should involve simultaneously both the

"bulk" and the "local" mechanisms considered above. However, due to the

complexity of such an approach, the usual starting points rely on the

assumption that one of the mechanisms dominates in real systems and in

a particular regime of fields (E - E, or B » E , ) - It is widely

accepted that the bulk mechanism (i.e. impurities) is responsible for

the CDW depiiming, especially in trihalcogenide materials, providing

that the sample dimensions are large enough, and strong defects are

very far one from another. Still, there are indications, e.g. from

recent measurements on NbSe, 1« and blue bronzes1» , that the

circunference and, in acme special circimwtanoeB, the electrical

contacts and sample edges, regulate the CDW depinning even in

macroscopically large samples.

Ihe regions of electrical contacts as the origin of NBN were first

invoked in measurements of Cng and Vena 1 * . These data initiated the

theoretical studies'••>• of the behaviour of CDW in a vicinity of such

barriers at which the complete conversion from the collective to the

ohmio conduction occurs, tfany latter experiments were designed to

locate the parts of the specimen in which NBN occurs. While some of

then1'-1* confirmed the conclusions of Bef.[14), others showed"'1 that

the whole sample nay participate in NBN production, i.e. that the

sample interior cannot be excluded as the source of NBN. Itie further

refinements of a mechanism responsible for NBN, if it is unique at all,

are necessary for understanding of these findings. Regarding the

approach which invokes the strong variations of CDW amplitude, it

should be stressed that, beside contacts, the obstacles which affect

CDW on the transverse scale larger than U are perhaps often present

even in the interior of samples. An indication for their presence is

the switching in well defined localized segments of some NbSei

specimens1' .

The aim of the present work ia to interpret Shapiro steps as the

interference between the external ac field and the local generation of

NBN through the PS process. We start from the Gor'kov's microscopic

model1*, which leads to the nonlinear dynamical equations allowing for

both phase and amplitude variations in the CDW. The numerical

analysis1' of these equations gave the detailed description of the

generation of the PS'a and the corresponding pulses in the voltage in

presence of an external do electric field.

The effects of a finite ac field within this model were until now



discussed" only in the limit of unphysioally large electric fields in

which an approximate analytical treatment is feasible. The partial

suppression of nonlinearity in this limit lives resonances only at

harmonic values of the external frequency. This analysis is here

extended ntaraically to weaker electric fields, i.e. to the regime in

which the ttBH itself is highly multiharmanici». We obtain the V(B)

dependenoe with steps at both harmonio and subharaonic resonant ratios.

The step heights follow the oscillatory dependenoe on ac amplitude, in

agreement with experimental results' •J. We also analyze the modulations

of the voltage in the vicinity of the resonances and show that a

mismatch between the internal («.i) and field (*••>) oscillations

reaults in rather sharp beats. The oorresponding Fourier speotrui of

the voltage contains satellites close to Bain resonant lines and an

additional, structure in the ION frequency range, at « ~ | x u - n w .t /»|.

Furthermore, the resonant behaviour ia shown to depend significantly on

a distance between the neighbouring barriers. For short enough

distances, the PS's frcn two barriers interfere. This leads to a

complete locking of the PS oscillations onto the external frequency and

phase in a resonance band of finite width, which increases as the

separation between the barriers decreases. Some of these results are

preliminary reported in Bef.[20].

The article ie organized as follows. In Section 2. we review

shortly the Oor'kov'a model, outline the aain characteristics of the PS

process in presence of dc fields and introduce the approximations

relevant for numerical calculations. The numerical results for the CEW

motion in the time dependent electric field are presented in Section 3.

Particularly, the case of semi-infinite segments is analyzed in Section

-6-
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3.1, while the effect* of finite distance between the adjacent

obstaclea are considered in Section 3.2. In Section 4. we discuss our

reaults and make a comparison with the actual experimental findings.

Section 5. contains aome concluding remarks.
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2. MODEL

The effects of strong obstacles like contact*, strong lattice

distortions, segment boundaries etc., are considered in Oor'kov's model

separately froa incoherent scattering* on randomly distributed weak

defects (e.g. impurities). Close to the critical conoentrationa of

impurities, for which the CDW ordering would be completely eliminated,

and close to the critical temperature T,, a perturbative expansion in

terms of the order parameter A results in the equation of

Landau-Ginzburg type1*

- 0 (1)

The electric field is assumed here to be much larger than the bulk

treshold field Et », so that the term describing the potential of random

impurities is neglected (i.e. Etk • 0 ia assumed).

All quantities in eq.(l) are defined as dimensionless. The

amplitude |A| of the order parameter A = |A|-exp(i4) ia measured in

tens of ita thermodynamic value |4-|* = ft'Tp*. where 4 = 1-T«/T$. The

phase • describes the modulation or the fast 2k* n v e form. Hie tnit of

the electric field E ia »»TjA/6vie, uhile time and length inits are

defined by *•;> - <27/16m()<T;/Tji) and the correlation lengths (i.t ~

- v»/T»6, respectively. Here e is the electron charge, v, is the mean

Fermi velocity in the longitudinal (x) direction and tj is the critical

temperature in the absence of impurity scattering.

The notion of the CDW induced by the electric drive along the

sample contributes to the current in the x direction. The total current

is given by

The first term in this expression is just the normal current, with .)IL

representing the high temperature (T > T,) ohmic conductivity. The

strength of the remaining CXW contributions is defined by the

parameters x ~ Tp6/Tj' and £ - v7v/vl1. The Undau-Ginzburg expansion

in eq.(l) which ia made under the requirement T, << Tj 1 0, is thus

limited to the regime in which the electric current (2) is dominated by

the normal contribution.

A simple tranalationetlly invariant solution of the eq. (1),

(3)

represents a stationary flow of Lmdeforaed CGW, with a velocity

determined by the competition between the external electric drive and

the relaxation scatterings. Although simplified after neglecting smooth

variations due to impurities, this solution is appropriate in the parts

of the system which are free of obstacles. It will be modified,

however, in their presence. Our further analysis is limited to the

obstacles with potentials which are so strong that they can be

approximated by a potential barrier of infinite height. Such obstacles

can be incorporated into the problem (1,2) by defining app opriate

boundary conditions for the CEW order parameter. Since an infinite



barrier inhibits temporal variations of the order parameter, one haa

(4)

where r. represents symbolically a gaoastrioal fora of the n-th

obstacle.

The integration of eq. (1) with the boundary condition (4), and In

the presence of finite ac field will be United here to the obataoleB

with extended transverse dimensions (dL ">> ti), mentioned already in

the Introduction. In order to simplify the nuaerical procedure, we

nnaiaw that the boundary (4) haa the form of the plane perpendicular to

the longitudinal direction. The solution i(r,t) than depend*

only on x, ao that the terai a*A in the eq.{l) disappears. Ihla class of

nnn rHimaimni aolutiona ia expected to be appropriate In two opposite

phyaical limits. The first one is that of strong transverse

correlations, when 4L is comparable to the transverse dimensions dt of

the obstacles or of the sample itself. The roughness of the obstacles

is then effectively imrnrnrl out, so that there ia a coherent motion of

the Cm throughout the corresponding cross section, described by the

one-dimensional solution. In the opposite limit of weak transverse

coupling, each narrow transverse ilnanin of size Kt« d* can be

considered separately and U described by the local (one dimensional)

boundary conditions which follow the "morphology" of the obstacles.

A one-dimensional solution will be presumably modified for

obstacles with bowdary conditions varying on the scale ooaparable to

^ . Then the three-dimensional CEW correlations have to be taken into

account, i.e. the separation of transverse and longitudinal dependence

-10-

ia not possible. This more complex situation will be considered

elsewhere*'. y^ not,, g^y that, since there is no driving force and no

CXW motion in a transverse direction, the transverse dependence of the

order parameter is presuaably slower than the longitudinal one, both in

time and space. The main characteristics of the Fa's, aa highly

nonlinear, dissipative process with strong and localized amplitude and

phase variations, are expected therefore to remain qualitatively the

same even in presence of transverse effects. This holds in particular

for the harmonic content of the voltage originating from the time

variations of the order parameter during the PS process.

The expression for the voltage is obtained after assuming the

usual experimental conditions by which the total current through the

sample ia fixed. From the expression (2) for the current, one gets the

local contribution to the electrio field

= -X (5)

which leads to the additional contribution to the sample voltage

relative to that of the high temperature (ohmic) phase. For a, given

nt branded by two adjacent obstacles, it is given by

«V(t) = \dx 4E(x,t), (6)

where the integration is to be performed over the segment length. Using

the substitution



which follows directly from the one-dimensional version of the oq. (1),

the equation (6) reduces to

« \ tfl A* -{(• Oaf (8)

where the gradient tens depend on the actual boundary conditions (4)

at the segment boundaries.

The electric field E in the eqs.(l) and (8) is the total electric

field in the sample, which also selfconsistently includes the

corrections (5). However, since X << 1, the latter contribution is such

smaller than the external field. Thus in the lowest order

approximation, consistent with that which led to the eqs.(l) and (2)>

the electrical field E in the eq.(l) reduces to the space independent

external field. Furthermore, the total current through the saaple is

alao practically proportional to the external electric field, since it

is determined dominantly by the ohmic contribution in the eq. (2). The

one-dimensional solutions of eqs. (1) and (8) with K - B.I( is analyzed

in two stages.

In the first one we treat the case in which distances between the

neighbouring barriers are such larger than the longitudinal CM*

correlation length. Since the PS process is highly localized, each

obstacle can be then considered separately. The order parameter is then

practically unperturbed far from a given obstacle (at distances

L >> t,,), BO that the problesi can be aodeled as that of a semi-infinite

system (L -» -) with the obstacle at one end and the free CEM motion at

the other. The bulk contribution to the voltage (8), coming from the

free part where |i| = 1 and • = B, just scales with L. and can be

subtracted frcn (8). By taking into account also that a,*ji = 0 for

L -»•>>, one gets from (S)

(9)

This la Just the contribution to the sample voltage from the PS region.

In the next stage we include the effects of finite distance (2L)

between two adjacent obstacles. The actual calculations are performed

with the simplest assumption of symmetric boundary conditions at the

segment boundaries'. The solutions A(x,t) are then symmetric with

respect to the middle of the segment, so that 3,4|L = 0 and the

expression (9) for the voltage still holds. As discussed in more

details in Refill), finite L leads to the treshold field

<B,(L) - L - » " ) which competes with the bulk treshold. The effective

electric field which defines the CDW current in the segment interior

has to be measured from Ei(L), i.e. the CDW current is suppressed with

respect to the L -» • case. The fundamental frequency of the PS's and

the corresponding voltage in presence of dc fields is lowered therefore

to the values m .t (L) = (B.1 - Kf(

-13-



3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The problem (1,2) with the tima dependent electric field

E(t) = E, + Bi cos( u.a(t + U ) (10)

can be treated analytically" only in the limit of large fields,

Et >> 1 in the dimensionlesa units used here. As was already noted, the

physical range of fields corresponds to the opposite limit, Eo << 1, in

which only numerical nethods prove to be efficient. Since by decreasing

the value of E« the needed confuting time fastly increases, our

calculations are limited to the fields & s 1 <B» = 0.S in aost of our

reailta). He believe that, like in the case of do external fields",

the solutions have all qualitative properties characterising the refine

of snail fields already for these values. The boundary condition at

fixed end is chosen to be i(x=0) = 1. We put also £ = 1 in the eq.(9>,

and so fix the relative wight of the first and second torsi in eq.<5).

This is not relevant for the overall conclusions, since both t«rms have

similar qualitative behaviour.

3.1 SEMI-INFINITE SYSTBfi

We start by considering the limit of ac frequencies, small with

respect to the intrinsic frequency of the PS process, u.n << w •• . The

variations in time of the PS positions Xri(t), time intervals 4tri

between two successive PS'a and the PS voltage Vrt averaged over the

corresponding 4t*i are shown in Figs.la.b.c respectively, for

i*it = ui.i/10 and for two different values of ac amplitude, Bi = 0.06

and 0.30.

to long as the amplitude of the ac field is small with respect to

the do field (B./B. = 1/10 in Ftg.l, dashed line), all the above

quantities are sinusoidally modulated with frequency ua>« about the

respective mean values x n , 2*/E« and V n which characterize the system

in absence of an ac field. This behaviour can be well understood in

terms of the results obtained for dc fields. As the changes of the

external field are slow with respect to the tine intervals Atri, the

system behaves adiabatioaUy, i.e. the PS positions and the

corresponding voltage are in a good approximation determined by the

electric field in the moment of the PS. They oscillate therefore within

the values which correspond to the fields E = Eo lEi i n a d c case.

By increasing the ac amplitude EL, the above modulations do not

only increase in amplitude, but start also to deviate from the

sinusoidal font. This nonainusoidality is particularly evident for the

PS voltage (Fig.lc, full line) which ceases to coincide with its

"adiabatic" value, i.e. V»(t) * V,%<E|t)). V,,(t) corresponds now to

some effective field which differs fron E(t) in a way which depends not

only on the amplitude, but also on the phase of the ac component in the

moment of the PS. Simultaneously, the oean value of the PS voltage

throughout the period of modulation starts to differ from its value for

Ei=0 value. These effects become more and more pronounced by increasing

also the value of u.it > i.e. by approaching the regime in which Ki,

-15-
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unit and u» •« are comparable. In thin regime one encounters resonance

effects, which will be discussed In what follows.

bet us take at first the simplest case of the ao frequency and the

fundamental frequency close one to another, t%it « M H • B». The

Interplay of two frequencies la Boat directly evident in the Fourier

spectnai of the induced PS voltage, depleted 1A Fig.2 for E»=0.475 and

<«„, =0.500, with Ei=0.30. The positions of discrete peaks ara

identified as the modulation frequencies m = 1nu.it-** >t |, where n

and m are integers. We emphasize particularly the low frequency peaks

at 8i > »ii = |ut(t-uiat | and its higher haraonios «••, n > 1. They

correspond to the •adulation of the PS's in the tiaa Interval of the

comaon periodicity of the Internal PS production and the external ac

drive. The aodulations on the direct tiae seal* of the PS position

x f,(t), and PS periods fltn for two ayaaetrio values of do fields about

the resonant value, Be = u»it ± \SB»\ are shown in Fig.3a and b

respectively. These aodulntions can be simply understood: due to the

difference &Eo• the effective field which defines the PS behaviour

changes from one PS to another through the tiae period of &B» - <*n"\

We point out, however, the high nonsinusoidality of the Modulation. Aa

is evident froa Fig.3a, the system paasw quickly through the relative

phases of the external field for which the FS's are aost distant from

the barrier, i.e. for which the effective field 1 B weakest. This effect

is associated with a tendency of the system to adopt to the periodicity

of the driving field. As is shown in Fig.3b, this leads to the long

time intervals in which the time Atri between two slippages is

utpi - 2x/u.It • However, due to conservation of the charge, the mean

interval <fltn> throughout the period of aadulation has to be Et. The

-lfi-

compenaatlon due to this aisaatch is performed in short time intervals

of only few PS's, for which &tn is significantly shortened (for

Et>*tit ) or prolonged (for E*<u.it ) with respect to 2x/u*it . As is seen

in Pig.3, there Is BOMB similarity in this compensation for two

ayaaatria values of B* about <*<<. In contrast to that, the modulation

of V M shown in Fig.* U qualitatively different when the systai is

reaching or surpassing the ao periodioity. As will be shown later, this

dependence of Vp> on the sign of SE» will lead to the finite Btep in

the Vrt vs. Be curve at SE.=O.

Modulations siailar to that for & <• twit are found also close to

the higher order resonant ratios E*/u*it = a/n i 1. The a/n > 1 and

a/n < 1 freojuancy ratios are uaually distinguished as haraonic and

BubharaDnlc frequency ratios, respectively. For illustration, we

consider the cases Bt/u.n = 2 and B*/*>it = 1/2.

The tiae dependence of saaple voltage for the frequency ratio

cloee to the aubharaonic value 1/2, E»=0.26 and u.,,/2 - 0.25 with

Ei=0.30, is shown in Fig.5. We first note the influence of the driving

field oscillations that acidulate the order parameter behaviour within

each particular PS period. However, after eliminating this "fast" o n

ooaponent of the aodulation, we find the slow voltage aodulation with

0i/i = |&E» | = |2Et-w>it|> shown in Fig.6a. Ihe highly nonsinusoidal

voltage beats are associated again with a tendency of the PS'a to

favore soae preferable range of relative phases of the ac field, and to

avoid others. Once the preferable phase is achieved, the system tends

to lock its periodioity onto the external ac field. Locking is

interrupted only for relatively abort tiae intervals of frequency

accommodation. In these intervals the PS period Atn increases , as is

-17-
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shown in Fix-6b. The equivalent decrease of Atri ia realized at the

opposite aide of resonance, the asymmetry in the corresponding voltage

modulations ia again present, though it is much weaker than that for

the fundamental resonance, m/n « 1.

Fig.7 ahows the voltage modulation for the do field B»=l.l close

to the harmonic value 2u,I>=1.0. Since two successive FS's develop now

in two half periods of the external ao field, the basic periodicity is

defined by every second PS, i.e. by the driving frequency u*n. A

modulation of VP>, due to the deviation of & from the exact resonant

value, has the frequency Q» = |&/2-u.,t|. Compared to the case

Ei - U.EI , this Modulation is more sinusoidal and, accordingly, the

differences between two opposite sides of the resonance are less

pronowoed.

The ooanon property of all three resonances considered above ia

the appearance of nonsinusoidal voltage modulations on passing through

the resonant values of utit(Bo). Qualitatively the sane , though weaker

effects were found also at higher order harmonic and subharmonic

resonances. The amplitude of these modulations and, in particular,

differences in their behaviour at opposite aides of a given resonance,

depend sensitively on the order of resonance and, for u*n=0.6 and

Ei=0.3, become numerically scarcely detectable for n and/or m larger

than 3. We note however, that these differences become more and more

pronounced with the increase of the me amplitude.

The above differences in the voltage V n lead to another important

effect. Namely, the mean value of the P9 voltage averaged over the

period of modulation, <Vft>, displays finite steps when a given

resonant value of field iB approached from the opposite sides. These

-18-

stepa are clearly seen in Pig.8 at the lowest order resonant ratios

n/m = 1 , 2 and 1/2, for two values of the external frequencies,

un«=0.G0 and u.n=0.26, and for the ao amplitude fixed at Hi =0.30.

Note that the step height at a given resonant ratio n/m significantly

itnmkrins as the ratio Hi/mai decreases. Comparing Fig.8 with the

previous results, it becomes clear that the steps in toe <V>i> VB E.

dependence are a direct consequence of the discontinuities in the

voltage modulations at the commensurate ratios of «t>t/«•«» . The height

of a given step depends on the strength of corresponding discontinuity,

which decreases as n and/or m in the resonant ratio n/m increases. The

steps of the order higher than those indicated in Fig.8 are at or

beyond the level of our numerical resolution, and are therefore not

clearly visible for the considered value of ac amplitude.

The dependence of the step heights on the ac amplitude Bi is shown

in Fig.9 for Ee/mit = 1 and 2. The step height is here defined as a

difference &<V,,> of the values <V,,> at the dc fields Eo which are 20%

larger and smaller than the given resonant value Es,r,a. £<Vn>

oscillates as a fwction of Ei, with the amplitude which decreases as

Hi increases. The period of these oscillations, when aoalert with u,n,

coincides with the analytical results in the limit of large electric

fields^'. we have not analyzed in details a dependence of S<VPI> on

a m . Possible modifications of this dependence in the regions of small

frequencies, i.e. of dc fields close to the treshold field, cannot be

excluded. Such departure from the linear scaling with twit is actually

observed at low frequencies in the experiments of Thome at al.* on

NbSei samples. A comparison of our results with the experiments is

therefore limited to higher frequencies, i.e. to resonant fields not

-19-



close to the treahold field.

As an example we compare the characteristic rate of the

oBcillations of the step heights with Bi obtained fro* our results,

with that one observed at ».../2» = (Mis in the experiment* of Thome

et al.». The corresponding resonant value of do voltage is about 50 aV,

in comparison to V, - 16 mV, and belongs to the range of linear scaling

with u.,,1 . The position of first • " ' " for e.g. 1/1 resonance is at

V.c/V, - 5. For the sample of length of 2.8 ssi, this corresponds to

Ei/u.it - 0.9-10-' V/ss-i. In order to oospare this result with ours,

let us round that a physical' unit of our dimenaionless ratio Ei/«.It

is (32V9i)-evrBi A I T ; - . , , . Using the values (. - nvr/kaTp - 1.S-10-* csi

and 24/k,T, - 3.6TJ/T, - 12, typical for the transition metal

tricnaleogenides', the position of the first — ^ — - is estimated at

Bi/u.,i - 0.5-10-* V/sa-', in good agreement with the above

experimental value1.

We turn nnu to sone details of the step structure, by considering

as an example the fundamental step at m •> = w*it • Exactly in the

resonance the modulation frequency passes through zero, i.e. the system

stabilizes itself after few slippages, so that the successive PS's

occur at sane fixed relative phase with respect to the external ac

field. For saall ac asplitudes (Ei « S» ) this phase any have any value

between 0 and It, depending on the initial phase ft in eq.<10>, i.e. on

the value of an ac field in the mcment of its switching. However, by

increasing the ac amplitude, a width of the band of "stable" phases *<•

gradually decreases, becosing very narrow (if << 2i) for Ei ~ Et . The

corresponding range of the allowed PS positions also decreases and

ahifts tomrda the barrier. Even then however, the system "memorizes"

-po-

tto Initial phase f., ao that the value of the averaged PS voltage

depends on this phase. The allowed values of <v>*> span a finite band

with the width which coincides with the limiting amplitude of the

voltage modulations for K< - txn, i.e. surpasses the step height

defined by extrapolation of <V M(Ii» fro* outside the resonance. The

origin of this singular behaviour of the otherwise continuous ourve

<V,t{E,)> is to be associated with an additional effect of approaching

the resonance, namely the increase of the cnt phase gradient d,f|.~w,

far away from the barrier. This indicates that the PS process becomes

less and less local in the vicinity of resonance and at the resonance

itself, so that the effects of flnitonsss of segments between two

barriers become particularly important.

2.2 FINITB SIZE EFFECTS

It has been mentioned already in 3ec.2, that the interference

between the FS's from the adjacent obstacles leads to the shift of the

fundamental NHN frequency towards lower values, which depend on the

segment length11 . Thus the resonant value of the do field E. in the

ao-dc coupling regime will be shifted towards the higher value, given

by the condition

(11)

The numerical results for finite values of L show that, outside from

the resonance regions, the PS process and the corresponding voltage

remin the same as in the L t • limit. Qualitative changes are,



however, fowl in the very vicinity of the

Fig.10 shows the behaviour of the Modulation frequency Oi close to

the fundamental resonance for finite value of L (L=20). By approaching

the exact resonant value froa either side, the initially linear

dependence of Oi(Et) en the relative frequency |at>t-a>it| bands

tovnrda zero. In a finite region of do field* ABi around the resonant

value defined by the eq.(ll), there is no additional Modulation of the

PS'a due to the ac field. After few periods of initial adjusting, the

phase of the PS oscillations relative to the ac field remains

stabilized at a fixed value. The band of such stable phases for

different values of dc fields within IS, coincides with the band ir of

allowed phases for the semi-infinite system at the resonance. Thus both

the frequency and the phase of the FB oscillations hnoome looked, i.e.

the complete mode locking onto the external ac field Is achieved in the

region AEo . This is a finite size effect. The mmerioal dependence of

the width AEo on L which is shown in Fig. 11, si^tgeets the asymptotic

law

AE.(L) - L-J (12)

for sufficiently large values of L.

The ooslete mode locking influences also the structure of Shapiro

steps. Fig. 12 ahowB the fundamental step for two finite segment

lengths, L=10 and L=20, compared with the <V,,(E.)> behaviour for the

semi-infinite system (L -» • ) . The most important feature is the

appearance of regions of negative differential resistance d<Vpf>/dEo

for finite values of L. Comparing Fig. 12 with Figs. 10 and 11, it

becomes clear that the regions of fields enclosed by the negative wings

-22-
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in d<Vn>/dE. coincide with the mode lockinr widths AE»(L). Narrowing

of HBt with L (Fig. 11) explains therefore the singular behaviour of

<Vfi(Bi)> at <nn = u,it In the seal-infinite systea.

Ma note that negative "wings" in dV/dl vs. I curves are ussually

observed experimentally* in samples which display complete mode

locking. A dependence of mode looking width on L and, in particular,

the singularity for L •> • can be however smeared out in the

experiments, due to a finite distribution of m n in physical samples.

Let us note atf&in that, except for the shifts of the resonant

frequencies, the finite size effects are not found outside from the

resonant regions. The step heights, defined from outside the

resonances, are therefore uniquely determined by the external field

parameters Ki and ".it/x.t. This conclusion is, however, limited to

the lengths L » Xri for which PS minima at two ends do not overlap.

The correspondent mode locked regions are still narrow in comparisaon

to the distance between the raawically detectable resonances on Eo

scale. In the limit of very short segments, or of large ac amplitudes,

in which the higher order resonances become also appreciable, the

overlap of neighbouring •ode locked regions may lead to more

complicated structure of steps.

* m w •»**•<



4. DISCUSSION

The central result of the above mawrioal analysis la the

appearance of steps in the curves shorn In Fig.8, i.e. In the

dependence of the averaged CDW voltage on the external do field. Steps

are found at bamonic and subharmonio ratio* of the frequencies of the

internal (El=0) voltage oscillations and of the external ac field. They

are the consequence of the anomaly in the average voltage with respect

to the sign of the frequency difference nu, > (-mut • t > which in turn

results froa the discontinuity in the modulation of the COW current

(and of the corresponding tine dependent voltage) at a given resonance.

Note that the E» and <Vn> axis in Fig.8 correspond respectively to the

bias dc current and dc voltage in usual experimental curves.

Both, harmonic and subharmonic resonances are generally expected

in a wide class of nonlinear systems with mixing of internal

oscillations and the external periodic drive. E.g., the classical model

of rigid C W shows this property after assuming a nonsinuaoldal fora of

the effective potential'*-'•, or after Including the inertial term * >•

into the equation of notion for the <XW phase. The analysis of

nonlinear I-V characteristics', claimed to be an appropriate

description of quantum CDW tunneling1', also shows the appearance of

both resonances. The essential step in both mentioned approaches, is

the elimination of spatial coordinates, i.e. the assumption that space

scales responsible for the interferences are large, at least of the

order of Lee-Rice domains. The microscopic averaging procedure is

usually substituted by a phenonenological choice of effective

-rh-

nonlinear potentials (or current-field relations), aimed to fit

satisfactorily experimental data.

In contrast to bulk resonances in these approaches, the nonlinear

mixing In Qor'kov's model takes place In particular parts of system,

localised close to obstacles and characterized by the length xra. The

dynamical equation (1) which includes apace variations Is obviously

mathematically more complex than those appearing in models with a

Bingle degree of freedom. Since the numerical integration of this

equation takes a considerable amount of the computation tine, we had to

limit severely the analysis on the dependence of Shapiro steps on the

external field, i.e. on E. and Bi. As is seen in Sec.3., qualitative

trends, recognized in obtained numerical solutions, are in agreement

with experiments. On the other hand, these solutions give a detailed

description of the PS diffusion at and close to the resonances. This

enables the istderstanding of some effects which are beyond the rigid

CDW models, and are connected with the finiteneas of longitudinal and

transverse scales relevant for CDW dynamics in presence of obstacles.

The rest of this section is devoted mainly to these questions.

The effects of sample finiteness are absent in the semi-infinite

system examined in Sect.3.1. The Shapiro steps have no width on E«

scale, so that complete mode locking, i.e. the perfect accommodation of

the system to the frequency <*.. and the relative phase * of the

external field (10) is accomplished only for nu.n • mi* .i . As is shown

numerically, the band of relative phases to which the system can lock

is rather narrow (if << 2i). Due to thiB, the modulation of x,,{t) and

Vn(t) close to resonances has a characteristic kink-like shape

(Fig.4). Effectively, the Bystem is not locked only during short



intervals of beats or "diBccnmensurations" an time scale. These beats

lead to side peaks in the Fourier spectrum (Fig.3).

The Shapiro steps of finite width, i.e. the mode looking In finite

regions of KB, (or <*II ) is a size effect, as la shown in Fig.11. The

flnlteneas of the syatea became* important when the tails of PS

diffusion fraa the opposite ends start to interfere. The interference

is particularly enhanced at resonances, since then the PS diffusion

penetrates more deeply into the interior of the system". Being

mutually coherent, the FS'e froa the two ends say avoid their own

temporal discommensurations, so that the complete locking becomes

possible for finite values of ma*it - But •* , i.e. within the finite

length dependent range 6B* given by the eq. (12). This effect is

accompanied by the formation of wings at both sides of a given Shapiro

step. The finite length scale, i.e. the nonrigidity of CEW, is crucial

for these results.

The above conclusions nay be now extended to Bore involved

situations, closer to those realised in experimental specimens.

Let us assume at first that the specimen of length L is divided by

strong obstacles into N segments which are mutually independent. The

n-th segment is characterized by a value of electric field B. measured

with respect to the local treahold electric field, i.e. by its own

resonant frequency w n , , and relative phase r. of PS oscillations. The

latter is imposed by boundary conditions for this segment. A

distribution of resonant frequencies, characterized by some mean

deviation 5E, (i.e. £<*••) leads to finite width of MSN peaks, which is

still very narrow in specimens of good quality. On the other hand, due

to random distribution of phases for N segments, the total MBN

-P.6-

amplitude is reduced with respect to the coherent system. E.g. for

large N it is proportional to N>'«, instead of N.

With the ao field switched on, the condition of resonance,

nu.ii = •*« >i, • oaimot be achieved in all segments, provided that they

are long enough. However, at a given moment, most of the segments is

locked to the mo field, which also impnsts a common relative phase of

the oscillations. Among the segments which are not in the strict

resonance, only a snail part will at this moment accommodate PS

oscillations through beats. The contribution of Buch incoherent beats

from different segments to the total averaged voltage (and to the

discontinuities in Shapiro steps) is therefore even weaker than in the

case of a perfectly coherent system. Thus, unlikely to the MBN

amplitude, the heights of the steps will remain proportional to N (i.e.

L ) . This explains different length dependences of these two quantities,

observed in some measurements' • •' • • " on NbSe. . The step widths scale

with the field distribution, like the widths of frequency peaks in KBN.

The synchronization in the ac field is even more efficient for

short segments which are locked in finite field ranges AB. <eq.<12>). A

complete mode locking may be realized in the entire specimen, provided

that the overlap of these widths is larger than the distribution of

resonant frequencies &tx •• • The small changes of the externally biased

dc current then go exclusively through the ohmic conduction, i.%. the

differential resistivity assunes its low field <ohmie) value. Both,

incomplete and complete mode looking is observed experi-

mentally"' • ••>••*.



More realistically, one should expect that the segments are not

completely decoupled and, even nore, that they are not very well

defined. The CCW coherence nay partially perslBt in effective domain

boundaries formed due to distorting forces from the sample

inhomogeneity and anisotropy, thermal gradients etc. The PS

oscillations in different part* of sample do not remain independent,

though they can have considerably different frequencies (e.g. in

experiments with imposed thermal gradients). The more appropriate

boundary canditiona are then those imposing different CDW velocities at

two aides of a given boundary. In that case, the NBN contains low

frequency peaks proportional to the difference of velocities, in

addition to high frequency peaks which originate from strong obstacles

and are proportional to local values of dc field. Such NBN spectra Mere

observed in thermal gradient experiments*'.

The mode locking effects in the finite ac field aright overocne

these "weak" boundary conditions by synchronizing adjacent domains.

With the increase of ac field amplitude Ei the low frequency peaks will

move towards smaller frequencies and eventually disappear.

Simultaneously, widths of peeks at higher frequencies will gradually

decrease. Note that in this interpretation the original configuration

of domains still persists, in spite of apparent impressions that a new,

ac field-induced, coherence length appears, and that a multidcoain

structure is reversed into a single domain one" . The synchronization

of domains is caused by the individual locking of each particular

domain onto the ac field, present only at and close to resonant values

of 1,11, Outside the resonances, the sample response remain incoherent.

This is clearly seen in e.g. the regime of weak and low frequency ac

fields, in which the NBN amplitude is adiabatically nodulated, as was

discussed in Section 3. (Fig.l). Details of current oscillations, i.e.

of the saaple coherence, remain present in this modulation. This agrees

with the results of ac-dc coupling measurements" on NbSei , where the

amplitude and frequency widths of low-frequency and side peaks in NBN

spectra, corresponding to the above modulationa, are shown to reflect

the quality of the original (R>c • 0) spectra.



S. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained In this work follow from t n basic properties

of the PS proems, its •ultiharmonio periodicity in timn and its

locality in space. The former property leads to discontinuities

(Shapiro step0) at harmonic and subharmonic frequenoy ratios, and to

beats In the voltage in the vicinity of resonances. The finite spatial

extension of PS diffusion and the interference of adjacent PS's are

responsible, when superimposed over the entire sample, for mode

locking, step wings and synchronizations. The latter effects are of

aemi~macroeoopic nature and are to a great extent sample dependent.

Having the points mentioned above in mind, we riliaill in the

necessity of simultaneous treatment of both space and time variations

occurring in the PS diffusion11. This is possible in Oor'kov's model

which covers systems with small relaxation times and dominating

contribution of normal carriers to the ohnic transport. The equations

(1,2) are based on the Landau-Oinzburg expansion, and therefore keep

the Bicrosoopic laeaning only for length and time scales respectively

larger than the correlation lengths t,,, (.1 and the tijmv unit defined in

Sec. 2. The scales relevant for the results of this work satisfy this

requirement. Very fast and sharp variations characterizing the

amplitude oollapee in the phase slip are only a substitute for an

essentially quantum process, considered in details in Sefs. [34) and

[35],

The actual numerical calculations are limited to the rather simple

case of one-dimensional boundary conditions introduced in Section 3.

-10-
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Two extensions to more complicated obstacles are particularly important

for better understanding of NBN and resonances in samples with strong

point defects, irregular boundaries and contacts, etc. The first one,

mentioned already in Introduction, oonoerna the PS's at i—ili (point)

barriers. The second one again applies mostly to macroscopic barriers,

and is connected with the microscopic nature of CDW dislocation lines,

usually treated phenomenologically**. Both problems are under current

investigations.
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F1GURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l .

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig .4

Fig. 5

Fig.6

Fig.7

Time dependence of PS variables for B* = 0.5, mm = 0.05 and

Hi = 0.05 < & ) and 0.3 ( O ) : (a) the position xri ( t ) , (b) tiae

intervals 4tf« between two suooesive PS'a and (c) the averaged

voltage v"r» divided by paraaeter X ( see eq.9) )

The Fourier apectrua of the PS voltage V,,(t) close to the

fundamental resonance, for Ko = 0.475, u,It - 0.50 and

Ei = 0.30. Modulation peaks are defined by

The •odulations of (a) PS positions xri(t) and (b) FS periods

&tri for Ei = 0.3, uvt*0.5 and for two opposite values of dc

field close to the resonant value: E. =0.475 (solid syBbols)

and Bi = 0.525 (open symbols).

PS voltage Vn averaged over each particular PS period for two

values of dc fields symmetric with respect to the resonant

value m i = 0.50: B* =0.475 (solid circles) and E, = 0.525

(open circles)

PS voltage Vn vs. tiae close to the aubharaonic resonant

ratio 1/2, i . e . for E. = 0.26, «,.t /Z = 0.25 and Ei : 0.3.

The averaged voltage Vn (a) and the PS periods Atn (b) for

parameters of Fig.5.

The averaged PS voltage Vla close to the second harmonic

resonance for Et = 1.1, 2u,,, = 1.0 and Ei = 0.30. The basic

periodicity i s defined by every second PS. Dashed lines axe

the envelope of the modulation.



Fig.8 The mean value of the PS voltage throughout the periods of

modulatins, <Vr,> VB. dc field, for 11,11 =0.50 (• ) and

m i = 0.25 (o ), The positions of steps in <Vr>> are

indicated by the arrows.

Fix.9 Height* of the steps in <V,,> at E, a «,,, (open circles) and

B* = 2u.i, (solid circle*) va ao amplitude Bi for «.i* = 0.26.

Fig.10 Rinding of the Modulation frequency Qi(E») fay approaching the

fundamental resonance (ut.t(L) - u.n = 0.5) for finite length

L=10 and for Ei = 0.3.

Fig.11 Dependence of the node locking width i & (Fig.10) on the

inverse aegaent length 1/L.

Fig. 12 Structure of the fundamental step at y,It = 0.5 for L = 10

(open circles) and L = 20 (solid circles). The correspondent

<V,t> va E» dependence for L + • is indicetad by dashed line.
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